Stochastic dynamics of leukemic cells under an intermittent targeted therapy.
The evolutionary dynamics of cancerous cell populations in a model of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML) is investigated in the presence of an intermittent targeted therapy. Cancer development and progression is modeled by simulating the stochastic evolution of initially healthy cells which can experience genetic mutations and modify their reproductive behavior, becoming leukemic clones. Front line therapy for the treatment of patients affected by CML is based on the administration of tyrosine kinase inhibitors, namely imatinib (Gleevec) or, more recently, dasatinib or nilotinib. Despite the fact that they represent the first example of a successful molecular targeted therapy, the development of resistance to these drugs is observed in a proportion of patients, especially those in advanced stages. In this study, we simulate an imatinib-like treatment of CML by modifying the fitness and the death rate of cancerous cells and describe the several scenarios in the evolutionary dynamics of white blood cells as a consequence of the efficacy of the different modeled therapies. The patient response to the therapy is investigated by simulating a drug administration following a continuous or pulsed time scheduling. A permanent disappearance of leukemic clones is achieved with a continuous therapy. This theoretical behavior is in a good agreement with that observed in previous clinical investigations. However, these findings demonstrate that an intermittent therapy could represent a valid alternative in patients with high risk of toxicity. A suitable tuned pulsed therapy can also reduce the probability of developing resistance.